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Fortress
• “Run your white board, in parallel!”

• Space-sensitive mathematical syntax

• Work-stealing load balancing

• Parallel nested transactions 

• Generic functions, methods, traits, objects

• Multi-arg dispatch overloaded functions 

• Statically checked, dynamically inferred 
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Java vs. Fortress dispatch
class Foo {
  String data;
  public boolean equals(Foo x) {
     return data.equalsIgnoreCase(x.data);
  }
  // Fortress dispatch
  public boolean equals(Object x) {
     return false;
  }
  // Java dispatch
  public boolean equals(Object x) {
    return (x instanceof Foo) ?
            equals((Foo) x) :  false;
  }
}
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Generic overloading uses
Ring[+T]

Field[+T]
Number

ℝ

ℤ

ℝ32
ℝ64

ℤ32

ℤ64Bool ℂ

ℂ32ℂ64

TIMES[ T <: Ring[T] ]
(x: Mat[ T ], y:Mat[ T ]):Mat[ T ]

ℚ

ℚ32ℚ64

(x: Mat[ Bool ], y:Mat[ T ]):Mat[ T ]

(x: Diag[ T ], y:Diag[ T ]):Diag[ T ]

(x: Mat[ T ], y:Diag[ T ]):Mat[ T ]

(x: Diag[ T ], y:Mat[ T ]):Mat[ T ]

(x: Diag[ Bool ], y:Mat[ T ]):Mat[ T ]

(x: Diag[ Bool ], y:Diag[T]):Diag[T]
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Quick type system
Any

Tuples
(covariant)

Arrows
(invariant → covariant)

Traits
(possibly generic,

invariant or covariant;
possibly “self-less”)

Objects
(possibly invariant-generic)

Object

plus inferred
unions and

intersections

also declared
type exclusion
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trait CMPable[T] comprises T
abstract opr < (self, other:T):Boolean
opr > (self, other:T):Boolean = other < self
opr = (self, other:T):Boolean =

      ¬ ( self < other ∧ other < self ) 
opr CMP (self, other:T):Comparison =

if self < other then LessThan
elif self > other then GreaterThan
else Equals
endif

end

Self-less generic types
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Example

CMP(x:String, y:String):Comparison

CMP(x:Integer, y:Integer):Comparison 

CMP[T extends CMPable[T]](x:CMPable[T], y:CMPable[T]): Comparison

CMP[T extends CMPable[T]](x:List[T], y:List[T]): Comparison

CMP(x:Object, y:Object):Comparison

CMP is overloaded, and includes generic entrypoints, and 
the outer type  (Obj, Obj)→Comparison  is not generic.

Sort entrypoints into a most-to-least specific order and 
sequentially test applicability.  First success is best choice.

Object

CMPable[T]List[T]

StringInteger

excludes

excludes
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“Test applicability?”

• Pattern-match the argument type with the 
entrypoint’s signature type.

• Accumulate initial constraints on parameterized 
type occurrences in the signature.

• Propagate constraints across type parameters.

• Succeed if constrained sets are nonempty.

Is this well-defined?  Is it efficient?
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Type system restrictions
• All paths to Any finite

• Unions and Intersections inferred, not declared

• For each generic supertype, a minimum 
instantiation must be declared

• Each “self-less” trait is singly-inherited 

• Function type constraints are scoped/ordered,  
with form declared-parameter-extends-expr

• NO CONTRAVARIANCE

• But we have a workaround for “useful” cases
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compile-time constants for pattern-matching

Pattern-match and accumulate 
constraints

rather than binary operators. The production of such a nor-
mal form from a given type may be described in two steps:

1. (Flatten constructed types with certain union/intersection
arguments.) At type parameter positions where G is co-
variant, replace GJ... ,\(↵), ...K with \(GJ... ,↵, ...K),
and at type parameter positions where G is contravari-
ant, replace GJ... ,[(↵), ...K with \(GJ... ,↵, ...K). (See
Appendix B for a proof sketch that in each case a type is
replaced with an equivalent type. The proof relies on the
Ancestor Meet Rule.)

2. (Sorted DNF.) Reduce the entire type, as well as any
subexpression involving union or intersection types, to
sorted disjunctive normal form, wherein the operands of
every \ operator and then every [ operator are sorted ac-
cording to some fixed total order (such as lexicographic).
Before the sorting, unions and intersections are simpli-
fied by using absorption laws, as well as the rule that any
intersection containing two types that exclude each other
may be replaced withBottom.

Because types are expressed in canonical form, one can
know, for example, that if s and s0 are operands of the same
\ or [ operator, then neither is a subtype of the other.

8.3 Simplified version: no contravariance or \
The simplest version of this algorithm supports covariant
and invariant type parameters, but not contravariant type
parameters or domain-contravariant arrow types. (Domain-
invariant arrow types can be handled by this simplified ver-
sion). Union types are handled, but intersection types are not.
In the absence of contravariance, the semipredicate is orga-
nized into two phases:

1. Match ilk against signature type. This proceeds by struc-
tural recursion on the signature type, keeping track of
variance as we go. (Recall that because variance depends
only on the signature type and not the ilk, it can be com-
puted statically.)

2. Propagate lower limits through type constraints, ordered
from most-constrained to least-constrained. Because of
the way that type parameters of functions and meth-
ods are scoped in Welterweight Fortress, this means that
type parameters will be processed in right-to-left order.
The goal of overloaded function dispatch is to discover
the most specific applicable entrypoint, so inference also
aims to obtain the most specific instantiation of an appli-
cable entrypoint.

8.3.1 Match ilk against signature type

The recursive MATCH procedure is presented here as if it
were called as a subroutine of the dispatch semipredicate.
However, most of the code is conditional on the structure of
the signature type of the entrypoint and can be rendered in an
open-coded form by a compiler, including only those cases
required by a particular entrypoint’s signature.

MATCH takes three parameters: a ground type g, the cur-
rent variance V (encoded as +1 for covariant, 0 for invariant,
and �1 for contravariant), and a signature type s. If the cur-
rent variance V is +1, then we require g <: s for success; if
V = 0, then we require g ⌘ s; if V = �1, then we require
s <: g.

Before the MATCH procedure is called, the dispatch
semipredicate establishes, for each type parameter P of the
entrypoint, lower and upper bound constraint sets L

P

and
U
P

. For a function entrypoint, L
P

is initially empty; for
a method entrypoint, L

P

initially contains all the declared
lower bounds of the type parameter (which are all ground
types at this point, because trait parameters have been sub-
stituted for and method parameters cannot appear in lower
bounds). For both kinds of entrypoint, U

P

initially contains
all the declared upper bounds of the type parameter that hap-
pen to be ground types. (Upper bounds that are parametric
signature types are processed in a later step.)

If the type and signature can be properly related, then
MATCH succeeds after adding further necessary constraints
to the lower and upper bound sets. If the type and signature
cannot be properly related, then MATCH fails, indicating that
the entrypoint is not applicable.

For example, the dispatch predicate for this entrypoint:

fJP,Q, SK(a:GJP K, b:HJP,QK, c: JJQ,SK): =

allocates six empty constraint sets L
P

, L
Y

, L
S

, U
P

, U
Y

, U
S

,
then invokes MATCH(k,+1, (GJP K, HJP,QK, JJQ,SK))
where k is the argument ilk. (Note: all ilks are ground types.)

1: function MATCH(g:Type, V :Variance, s:Type)
2: if s is a ground type then

3: if V � 0 then ~ co/invariant, require g <: s
4: if ¬(g <: s) then dispatch fails
5: if V  0 then ~ contra/invariant, require s <: g
6: if ¬(s <: g) then dispatch fails
7: else if s is a type parameter P then

8: if V � 0 then ~ co/invariant, require g <: P
9: insert g into L

P

10: if V  0 then ~ contra/invariant, require P <: g
11: insert g into U

P

12: else if s is an arrow type sdomain ! srange then

13: if g is an arrow type gdomain ! grange then

14: MATCH(gdomain, 0, sdomain)
15: MATCH(grange, V , srange)
16: else dispatch fails
17: else if s is a tuple type (s1, ... , sm) then

18: if g is a same-length tuple type (g1, ... , gm) then

19: for 1  j  m do

20: MATCH(g
j

, V, s
j

)
21: else dispatch fails
22: else if g is a union of types g1, ... , gm then

23: ~ s is a constructed signature type
24: if V = 0 then dispatch fails
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rather than binary operators. The production of such a nor-
mal form from a given type may be described in two steps:

1. (Flatten constructed types with certain union/intersection
arguments.) At type parameter positions where G is co-
variant, replace GJ... ,\(↵), ...K with \(GJ... ,↵, ...K),
and at type parameter positions where G is contravari-
ant, replace GJ... ,[(↵), ...K with \(GJ... ,↵, ...K). (See
Appendix B for a proof sketch that in each case a type is
replaced with an equivalent type. The proof relies on the
Ancestor Meet Rule.)

2. (Sorted DNF.) Reduce the entire type, as well as any
subexpression involving union or intersection types, to
sorted disjunctive normal form, wherein the operands of
every \ operator and then every [ operator are sorted ac-
cording to some fixed total order (such as lexicographic).
Before the sorting, unions and intersections are simpli-
fied by using absorption laws, as well as the rule that any
intersection containing two types that exclude each other
may be replaced withBottom.

Because types are expressed in canonical form, one can
know, for example, that if s and s0 are operands of the same
\ or [ operator, then neither is a subtype of the other.

8.3 Simplified version: no contravariance or \
The simplest version of this algorithm supports covariant
and invariant type parameters, but not contravariant type
parameters or domain-contravariant arrow types. (Domain-
invariant arrow types can be handled by this simplified ver-
sion). Union types are handled, but intersection types are not.
In the absence of contravariance, the semipredicate is orga-
nized into two phases:

1. Match ilk against signature type. This proceeds by struc-
tural recursion on the signature type, keeping track of
variance as we go. (Recall that because variance depends
only on the signature type and not the ilk, it can be com-
puted statically.)

2. Propagate lower limits through type constraints, ordered
from most-constrained to least-constrained. Because of
the way that type parameters of functions and meth-
ods are scoped in Welterweight Fortress, this means that
type parameters will be processed in right-to-left order.
The goal of overloaded function dispatch is to discover
the most specific applicable entrypoint, so inference also
aims to obtain the most specific instantiation of an appli-
cable entrypoint.

8.3.1 Match ilk against signature type

The recursive MATCH procedure is presented here as if it
were called as a subroutine of the dispatch semipredicate.
However, most of the code is conditional on the structure of
the signature type of the entrypoint and can be rendered in an
open-coded form by a compiler, including only those cases
required by a particular entrypoint’s signature.

MATCH takes three parameters: a ground type g, the cur-
rent variance V (encoded as +1 for covariant, 0 for invariant,
and �1 for contravariant), and a signature type s. If the cur-
rent variance V is +1, then we require g <: s for success; if
V = 0, then we require g ⌘ s; if V = �1, then we require
s <: g.

Before the MATCH procedure is called, the dispatch
semipredicate establishes, for each type parameter P of the
entrypoint, lower and upper bound constraint sets L

P

and
U
P

. For a function entrypoint, L
P

is initially empty; for
a method entrypoint, L

P

initially contains all the declared
lower bounds of the type parameter (which are all ground
types at this point, because trait parameters have been sub-
stituted for and method parameters cannot appear in lower
bounds). For both kinds of entrypoint, U

P

initially contains
all the declared upper bounds of the type parameter that hap-
pen to be ground types. (Upper bounds that are parametric
signature types are processed in a later step.)

If the type and signature can be properly related, then
MATCH succeeds after adding further necessary constraints
to the lower and upper bound sets. If the type and signature
cannot be properly related, then MATCH fails, indicating that
the entrypoint is not applicable.

For example, the dispatch predicate for this entrypoint:

fJP,Q, SK(a:GJP K, b:HJP,QK, c: JJQ,SK): =

allocates six empty constraint sets L
P

, L
Y

, L
S

, U
P

, U
Y

, U
S

,
then invokes MATCH(k,+1, (GJP K, HJP,QK, JJQ,SK))
where k is the argument ilk. (Note: all ilks are ground types.)

1: function MATCH(g:Type, V :Variance, s:Type)
2: if s is a ground type then

3: if V � 0 then ~ co/invariant, require g <: s
4: if ¬(g <: s) then dispatch fails
5: if V  0 then ~ contra/invariant, require s <: g
6: if ¬(s <: g) then dispatch fails
7: else if s is a type parameter P then

8: if V � 0 then ~ co/invariant, require g <: P
9: insert g into L

P

10: if V  0 then ~ contra/invariant, require P <: g
11: insert g into U

P

12: else if s is an arrow type sdomain ! srange then

13: if g is an arrow type gdomain ! grange then

14: MATCH(gdomain, 0, sdomain)
15: MATCH(grange, V , srange)
16: else dispatch fails
17: else if s is a tuple type (s1, ... , sm) then

18: if g is a same-length tuple type (g1, ... , gm) then

19: for 1  j  m do

20: MATCH(g
j

, V, s
j

)
21: else dispatch fails
22: else if g is a union of types g1, ... , gm then

23: ~ s is a constructed signature type
24: if V = 0 then dispatch fails
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entrypoint signature (includes type parameters)

actual (ground) type of function arguments

25: else

26: for 1  j  m do

27: MATCH(g
j

, V, s)
28: else

29: ~ s is a constructed signature type T Js01, ... , s0mK
30: ~ g is not a union or intersection
31: if g has some ancestor of the form T J K then

32: let g0 = the minimal ancestor T Jg1, ... , gmK of g
33: that has the form T J K
34: if (V = 0) ^ (g 6= g0) then dispatch fails
35: let (V1, ... , Vm

) = variances of T ’s parameters
36: for 1  j  m do

37: MATCH(g
j

, V ⇥ V
j

, s0
j

)

38: else dispatch fails

The loop on line 26 deals with the case where a union
type g must be a subtype of a constructed type GJ K. The
loop ensures that each term g

j

in the union contributes to the
constraints on the type parameters in s.

8.3.2 Propagate lower limits through type constraints

The constraint propagation and checking algorithm uses a
type operation “LSUB” (Least Single Upper Bound). For a
lattice, this is lattice join, implemented in the Fortress type
system as a union type (which may then be simplified). In
programming languages with single inheritance, the LSUB
of two constructed types can be defined as their unique least
common ancestor; in other programming languages that sup-
port type multiple inheritance LSUB(T, U) may be defined
in some other way, for instance as some least declared su-
pertype dominating T and U , perhaps with a tie-breaking
rule. The LSUB operation must obey the property that for
a constructed type G with a covariant parameter position,
LSUB{GJ... ,↵, ...K} <: GJ... , LSUB{↵}, ...K.

The constraint propagation algorithm merely ensures
that, whatever the definition of LSUB is, if a consistent set of
type assignments can be discovered, the most specific one
will be found. Suppose that the entrypoint of interest has n
type parameters; we process them from right to left.

1: for j sequentially from n down to 1 do

2: l
j

 LSUB(L
Pj )

3: iterate up from l
j

through self-less constraints
4: to simultaneous solution
5: if l

j

6<: Bottom then

6: for each declared self-ish upper bound ⇠ of P
j

do

7: if ⇠ is a parametric signature type then

8: MATCH(l
j

, +1, ⇠)
9: for each u in U

Pj do

10: if l
j

6<: u then

11: dispatch fails

Each iteration of the outer loop begins by establishing the
best possible lower bound l

j

for P
j

. Because the parameters
are processed right-to-left, P

j

will not appear in subsequent
constraints and thus its lower bound cannot be further mod-

ified. Line 8 invokes MATCH to ensure that the lower bound
of P

j

is structurally able to be a subtype of each declared
upper bound ⇠, and to propagate necessary bounds to other
type parameters that have not yet been checked and inferred.

If the match and propagation processes complete success-
fully, then l

j

is the type inferred for P
j

, and the dispatch
semipredicate returns the substitution [l/P ].

(It should be noted that the Return Type Rule may require
one final adjustment step, which may replace each l

j

in the
computed substitution with a type that is a supertype of l

j

but
still a subtype of every type in U

j

. However, this step always
succeeds and can be performed after the entrypoint is been
chosen by the dispatch process, so we do not consider it to
be a part of the dispatch semipredicate.)

8.4 Run-time type representations and operations

The run-time metadata for trait and object types must sup-
port the following three operations, ideally with low cost:

• Is ↵ a subtype of ⌘?
• Find minimal instance of G that is an ancestor of k.
• Meet and join (intersection and union) operations.

Here we describe an implementation strategy.
For each type ↵, the “longest erased path to Any,”

LEPA(↵), is calculated. LEPA(Any) is defined to be zero;
if ↵ isObject or an arrow or tuple type, LEPA(↵) is defined
to be 1. If ↵ is a constructed type C, LEPA(↵) is defined to
be 1 plus the maximum of 1 and all values LEPA(U) such
that some instance of U appears in the extends clause of the
declaration of the trait or object of which C is an instance.

For constructed type C, ARGS(C) is the sequence of type
arguments in C, and VARIANCES(C) is the corresponding
sequence of variances (the same sequence for all instances
of the same trait or object).

For a given trait or object type C, all its ancestors are en-
coded into an array SUPERS(C) of maps from type names
to types. Entry SUPERS(C)

i

contains the map of supertypes
of C whose LEPA is i; the domain of the map is the names
of the ancestors, and each name is mapped to the (unerased)
minimal instance of that generic type among the ancestors
of C. The SUPERS array for C includes an entry for C it-
self: SUPERS(C)LEPA(C)(name(C)) = C. Each map may of
course be implemented as a simple list of pairs, a sorted
list, an ordered binary tree, a hashmap, or other suitable
data structure. Given this data structure, the minimal in-
stance of a type constructor G among the ancestors of C
is SUPERS(C)LEPA(G)(G).

A subtype query is slightly more involved. (For lack of
space, we elide the handling of tuples, arrows,Any,Object,
Bottom, and unions and intersections and show just the code
for comparing two constructed types.)

1: function SUBTYPE(↵, ⌘)
2: ~ Return true if ↵ is a subtype of ⌘
3: if . . . then
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an interesting part
25: else

26: for 1  j  m do

27: MATCH(g
j

, V, s)
28: else

29: ~ s is a constructed signature type T Js01, ... , s0mK
30: ~ g is not a union or intersection
31: if g has some ancestor of the form T J K then

32: let g0 = the minimal ancestor T Jg1, ... , gmK of g
33: that has the form T J K
34: if (V = 0) ^ (g 6= g0) then dispatch fails
35: let (V1, ... , Vm

) = variances of T ’s parameters
36: for 1  j  m do

37: MATCH(g
j

, V ⇥ V
j

, s0
j

)

38: else dispatch fails

The loop on line 26 deals with the case where a union
type g must be a subtype of a constructed type GJ K. The
loop ensures that each term g

j

in the union contributes to the
constraints on the type parameters in s.

8.3.2 Propagate lower limits through type constraints

The constraint propagation and checking algorithm uses a
type operation “LSUB” (Least Single Upper Bound). For a
lattice, this is lattice join, implemented in the Fortress type
system as a union type (which may then be simplified). In
programming languages with single inheritance, the LSUB
of two constructed types can be defined as their unique least
common ancestor; in other programming languages that sup-
port type multiple inheritance LSUB(T, U) may be defined
in some other way, for instance as some least declared su-
pertype dominating T and U , perhaps with a tie-breaking
rule. The LSUB operation must obey the property that for
a constructed type G with a covariant parameter position,
LSUB{GJ... ,↵, ...K} <: GJ... , LSUB{↵}, ...K.

The constraint propagation algorithm merely ensures
that, whatever the definition of LSUB is, if a consistent set of
type assignments can be discovered, the most specific one
will be found. Suppose that the entrypoint of interest has n
type parameters; we process them from right to left.

1: for j sequentially from n down to 1 do

2: l
j

 LSUB(L
Pj )

3: iterate up from l
j

through self-less constraints
4: to simultaneous solution
5: if l

j

6<: Bottom then

6: for each declared self-ish upper bound ⇠ of P
j

do

7: if ⇠ is a parametric signature type then

8: MATCH(l
j

, +1, ⇠)
9: for each u in U

Pj do

10: if l
j

6<: u then

11: dispatch fails

Each iteration of the outer loop begins by establishing the
best possible lower bound l

j

for P
j

. Because the parameters
are processed right-to-left, P

j

will not appear in subsequent
constraints and thus its lower bound cannot be further mod-

ified. Line 8 invokes MATCH to ensure that the lower bound
of P

j

is structurally able to be a subtype of each declared
upper bound ⇠, and to propagate necessary bounds to other
type parameters that have not yet been checked and inferred.

If the match and propagation processes complete success-
fully, then l

j

is the type inferred for P
j

, and the dispatch
semipredicate returns the substitution [l/P ].

(It should be noted that the Return Type Rule may require
one final adjustment step, which may replace each l

j

in the
computed substitution with a type that is a supertype of l

j

but
still a subtype of every type in U

j

. However, this step always
succeeds and can be performed after the entrypoint is been
chosen by the dispatch process, so we do not consider it to
be a part of the dispatch semipredicate.)

8.4 Run-time type representations and operations

The run-time metadata for trait and object types must sup-
port the following three operations, ideally with low cost:

• Is ↵ a subtype of ⌘?
• Find minimal instance of G that is an ancestor of k.
• Meet and join (intersection and union) operations.

Here we describe an implementation strategy.
For each type ↵, the “longest erased path to Any,”

LEPA(↵), is calculated. LEPA(Any) is defined to be zero;
if ↵ isObject or an arrow or tuple type, LEPA(↵) is defined
to be 1. If ↵ is a constructed type C, LEPA(↵) is defined to
be 1 plus the maximum of 1 and all values LEPA(U) such
that some instance of U appears in the extends clause of the
declaration of the trait or object of which C is an instance.

For constructed type C, ARGS(C) is the sequence of type
arguments in C, and VARIANCES(C) is the corresponding
sequence of variances (the same sequence for all instances
of the same trait or object).

For a given trait or object type C, all its ancestors are en-
coded into an array SUPERS(C) of maps from type names
to types. Entry SUPERS(C)

i

contains the map of supertypes
of C whose LEPA is i; the domain of the map is the names
of the ancestors, and each name is mapped to the (unerased)
minimal instance of that generic type among the ancestors
of C. The SUPERS array for C includes an entry for C it-
self: SUPERS(C)LEPA(C)(name(C)) = C. Each map may of
course be implemented as a simple list of pairs, a sorted
list, an ordered binary tree, a hashmap, or other suitable
data structure. Given this data structure, the minimal in-
stance of a type constructor G among the ancestors of C
is SUPERS(C)LEPA(G)(G).

A subtype query is slightly more involved. (For lack of
space, we elide the handling of tuples, arrows,Any,Object,
Bottom, and unions and intersections and show just the code
for comparing two constructed types.)

1: function SUBTYPE(↵, ⌘)
2: ~ Return true if ↵ is a subtype of ⌘
3: if . . . then
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Propagate constraints

25: else

26: for 1  j  m do

27: MATCH(g
j

, V, s)
28: else

29: ~ s is a constructed signature type T Js01, ... , s0mK
30: ~ g is not a union or intersection
31: if g is a constructed type that has some ancestor
32: of the form T J K then

33: let g0 = the minimal ancestor T Jg1, ... , gmK of g
34: that has the form T J K
35: if (V = 0) ^ (g 6= g0) then dispatch fails
36: let (V1, ... , Vm

) = variances of T ’s parameters
37: for 1  j  m do

38: MATCH(g
j

, V ⇥ V
j

, s0
j

)

39: else dispatch fails

The loop on line 26 deals with the case where a union
type g must be a subtype of a constructed type GJ K. The
loop ensures that each term g

j

in the union contributes to the
constraints on the type parameters in s.

8.3.2 Propagate lower limits through type constraints

The constraint propagation and checking algorithm uses a
type operation “LSUB” (Least Single Upper Bound). For a
lattice, this is lattice join, implemented in the Fortress type
system as a union type (which may then be simplified). In
programming languages with single inheritance, the LSUB
of two constructed types can be defined as their unique least
common ancestor; in other programming languages that sup-
port type multiple inheritance LSUB(T, U) may be defined
in some other way, for instance as some least declared su-
pertype dominating T and U , perhaps with a tie-breaking
rule. The LSUB operation must obey the property that for
a constructed type G with a covariant parameter position,
LSUB{GJ... ,↵, ...K} <: GJ... , LSUB{↵}, ...K.

The constraint propagation algorithm merely ensures
that, whatever the definition of LSUB is, if a consistent set of
type assignments can be discovered, the most specific one
will be found. Suppose that the entrypoint of interest has n
type parameters; we process them from right to left.

1: for j sequentially from n down to 1 do

2: l
j

 LSUB(L
Pj )

3: iterate up from l
j

through self-less constraints
4: to simultaneous solution
5: if l

j

6<: Bottom then

6: for each declared self-ish upper bound ⇠ of P
j

do

7: if ⇠ is a parametric signature type then

8: MATCH(l
j

, +1, ⇠)
9: for each u in U

Pj do

10: if l
j

6<: u then

11: dispatch fails

Each iteration of the outer loop begins by establishing the
best possible lower bound l

j

for P
j

. Because the parameters
are processed right-to-left, P

j

will not appear in subsequent

constraints and thus its lower bound cannot be further mod-
ified. Line 8 invokes MATCH to ensure that the lower bound
of P

j

is structurally able to be a subtype of each declared
upper bound ⇠, and to propagate necessary bounds to other
type parameters that have not yet been checked and inferred.

If the match and propagation processes complete success-
fully, then l

j

is the type inferred for P
j

, and the dispatch
semipredicate returns the substitution [l/P ].

(It should be noted that the Return Type Rule may require
one final adjustment step, which may replace each l

j

in the
computed substitution with a type that is a supertype of l

j

but
still a subtype of every type in U

j

. However, this step always
succeeds and can be performed after the entrypoint is been
chosen by the dispatch process, so we do not consider it to
be a part of the dispatch semipredicate.)

8.4 Run-time type representations and operations

The run-time metadata for trait and object types must sup-
port the following three operations, ideally with low cost:

• Is ↵ a subtype of ⌘?
• Find minimal instance of G that is an ancestor of k.
• Meet and join (intersection and union) operations.

Here we describe an implementation strategy.
For each type ↵, the “longest erased path to Any,”

LEPA(↵), is calculated. LEPA(Any) is defined to be zero;
if ↵ isObject or an arrow or tuple type, LEPA(↵) is defined
to be 1. If ↵ is a constructed type C, LEPA(↵) is defined to
be 1 plus the maximum of 1 and all values LEPA(U) such
that some instance of U appears in the extends clause of the
declaration of the trait or object of which C is an instance.

For constructed type C, ARGS(C) is the sequence of type
arguments in C, and VARIANCES(C) is the corresponding
sequence of variances (the same sequence for all instances
of the same trait or object).

For a given trait or object type C, all its ancestors are en-
coded into an array SUPERS(C) of maps from type names
to types. Entry SUPERS(C)

i

contains the map of supertypes
of C whose LEPA is i; the domain of the map is the names
of the ancestors, and each name is mapped to the (unerased)
minimal instance of that generic type among the ancestors
of C. The SUPERS array for C includes an entry for C it-
self: SUPERS(C)LEPA(C)(name(C)) = C. Each map may of
course be implemented as a simple list of pairs, a sorted
list, an ordered binary tree, a hashmap, or other suitable
data structure. Given this data structure, the minimal in-
stance of a type constructor G among the ancestors of C
is SUPERS(C)LEPA(G)(G).

A subtype query is slightly more involved. (For lack of
space, we elide the handling of tuples, arrows,Any,Object,
Bottom, and unions and intersections and show just the code
for comparing two constructed types.)

1: function SUBTYPE(↵, ⌘)
2: ~ Return true if ↵ is a subtype of ⌘
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Trivial if
just one

|U_Pj| = 0 case
can be spotted at 

compile time.

Least Single Upper Bound
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Worked example
Suppose actual inputs to CMP are a pair of List[String], e.g.,
x = < “cat”, “dog” > and y = < “bat”, “rat” >

CMP(x:String, y:String) IF NOT( g subtype-of (String, String) )
THEN dispatch fails
ENDIF

IF NOT( g subtype-of (Integer, Integer) )
THEN dispatch fails
ENDIF

CMP(x:Integer, y:Integer): Comparison

CMP[T extends CMPable[T]] (x:CMPable[T], y:CMPable[T]): Comparison

IF g is a tuple type (g_1, g_2) THEN
// Recursive calls expanded
  IF g_1 is a union THEN ... 
  ELSIF g_1 extends CMPable[something] THEN ...
  ELSE dispatch fails
  ENDIF
  IF g_2 is a union THEN ... 
  ELSIF g_2 extends CMPable[something] THEN ...
  ELSE dispatch fails
  ENDIF
ELSE dispatch fails
ENDIF
...
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Example cont.
IF g is a tuple type (g_1, g_2) THEN
  IF g_1 is a union THEN ... 
  ELSIF g_1 extends List[g_1_a] THEN 
    // match (g_1_a, 0, T) // invariant List
    insert g_1_a into L_T
    insert g_1_a into U_T
  ELSE dispatch fails
  ENDIF
  IF g_2 is a union THEN ... 
  ELSIF g_2 extends List[g_2_a] THEN 
    // match (g_2_a, 0, T) // invariant List
    insert g_2_a into L_T
    insert g_2_a into U_T
  ELSE dispatch fails
  ENDIF
ELSE dispatch fails
ENDIF

l_T := LSUB(L_T)
// Self-less constraint check
IF l_T extends CMPable[l_T’] THEN l_T := l_T’
ELSE dispatch fails
ENDIF
// No self-ish constraints
FOR u IN U_T DO
   IF NOT l_T extends u THEN dispatch fails ENDIF

CMP[T extends CMPable[T]] (x:List[T], y:List[T]): Comparison

g_1 = List[String],
g_2 = List[String]

g_1_a = String

g_2_a = String

L_T = {String}
U_T = {String}

l_T := String

l_T := String

L_T = {String}
U_T = {String}
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Different input
IF g is a tuple type (g_1, g_2) THEN
  IF g_1 is a union THEN ... 
  ELSIF g_1 extends List[g_1_a] THEN 
    // match (g_1_a, 0, T) // invariant List example
    insert g_1_a into L_T
    insert g_1_a into U_T
  ELSE dispatch fails
  ENDIF
  IF g_2 is a union THEN ... 
  ELSIF g_2 extends List[g_2_a] THEN 
    // match (g_2_a, 0, T) // invariant List example
    insert g_2_a into L_T
    insert g_2_a into U_T
  ELSE dispatch fails
  ENDIF
ELSE dispatch fails
ENDIF

l_T := LSUB(L_T)
// Self-less constraint check
IF l_T extends CMPable[l_T’] THEN l_T := l_T’
ELSE dispatch fails
ENDIF
// No self-ish constraints
FOR u IN U_T DO
   IF NOT l_T extends u THEN dispatch fails ENDIF

x = < “cat”, “dog” > and y = < 3, 4 >

g_1 = List[String],
g_2 = List[Integer]

g_1_a = String

L_T = {String}
U_T = {String}

g_2_a = Integer

L_T = {String, Integer}
U_T = {String, Integer}

l_T := String U Integer

FAIL!

CMP[T extends CMPable[T]] (x:List[T], y:List[T]): Comparison
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Run-time type operations

• A subtype B? (what if A, B generic?)

• A join/lsub B

• A instanceof G[T]?, minimum value of T
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Longest Erased Path to Any

• LEPA(Any) = 0,
LEPA(Object) = 1,
LEPA(trait T) =
        1 + max({LEPA(S) | T extends S})

• Syntactic definition, straight from declarations.
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Supers(T)

Any
Object
Ring→[ℝ]
Field→[ℝ] 

Number

ℂ
ℝ

Any
Object
Ring→[ℂ]
Field→[ℂ] 

Number 

ℂ

Supers(ℝ) Supers(ℂ)

0

LEPA

5
4

1

3
2

A subtype B = LEPA(A) >= LEPA(B) ∧
Stem(B) ∈ Supers(A)[LEPA(B)] ∧
{ compare Supers(A)[LEPA(B)].args with B.args }
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JVM issues
• Current implementation makes heavy use of applicative 

caches (declared volatile, CAS for update, no-lock reads).  
Volatile inhibits optimization by JIT.

• Type data structures are initialized lazily (in a concurrent 
context), but then never change.

• Should we use method handles and invokedynamic?

• Type unions, intersections, tuples, and arrows require special 
treatment; cannot practically be pre-declared as supertypes.

• Our “type constants” might not look like constants to the 
JIT optimizer.

• Some (important) optimization opportunies for dispatch 
itself appear after only generic instantiation (AT RUNTIME)
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JVM changes?

• Lighter-weight volatile? (No.  JMM scary!)

• Write-once variables (lazy final)

• Idempotent (pure-mostly) methods? 
(Known tech)

• Interface injection?  (Make more fast 
paths, allow better mapping onto JVM 
types)

• Unerased generics?  (Supporting “our” 
type operations? or not?)
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Questions?
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Likely optimizations

• Indexed (vtable) dispatch as first step into 
various alternatives.

• Splitting dispatch search when partial order 
contains articulation points.

• Redundancy elimination across dispatch tests.

• Clause reordering (common first)

• Type erasure or non-canonicalization as an 
optimization (type bindings not always used).
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Contravariance-lack-hack
Replace each nominally contravariant occurrence of 
T with T_k, adding invariant T_k before T in the static 
parameter list, and the constraint “T extends T_k”.

Example:

map[ T, U ]( l:MutList[T], f:T->U ) : List[U]

rewrites to

map[ T_a, T<:T_a, U ]( l: MutList[T], f:T_a->U ) : List[U]
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String

ShortString

Dynamic inference uses

JavaString

ApplBalBinTree [ covariant T extends CMPable[T] ]

An object (leaf) type. 
23 or fewer 8-bit non-zero chars.
Immediate data, fast compares.

lookup[ K extends CMPable[K], V ]
    (key:K, tree:ABBT[ K,V ] ): Maybe[V] = do
 c = key CMP tree.key
 if c = Eq then Some(tree.value)
 elif c = Lt then if tree.left.isSome
   then lookup(key, tree.left.unwrap)
   else None[V] end
 elif tree.right.isSome
   then lookup(key, tree.right.unwrap)
   else None[V] end
end end
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Handling intersections

3: if . . . then

4: hhandling of tuples, arrows, etc., elided herei
5: else if LEPA(↵) < LEPA(⌘) then false
6: else if name(⌘) 62 SUPERS(↵)LEPA(⌘) then false
7: else

8: U = ARGS(⌘)
9: candidate = SUPERS(↵)LEPA(⌘)(name(⌘))

10: Y = ARGS(candidate)
11: vars = VARIANCES(candidate)
12: var result : Boolean = true
13: for i sequentially from 1 up to |Y| do

14: case vars
i

of

15: +1) result result ^ SUBTYPE(Y
i

,U
i

)
16: 0) result result ^ (Y

i

= U
i

)
17: �1) result result ^ SUBTYPE(U

i

, Y
i

)

18: result

9. Variations

The algorithm just described works with covariant and in-
variant generic types, union types, and a set of constraints
allowed on generic type parameters. We can relax some of
these restrictions and accept more varied inputs.

9.1 Intersection types from typecase

Intersection types can arise in the Welterweight Fortress
match construct, and such types can then make their way
into ilks such as ListJSerializable \ CloneableK.

In the MATCH algorithm (no pun intended; “match” and
“MATCH” are in different fonts), intersection types can in-
troduce complications when a constructed signature type, for
example GJP K, must covariantly match an intersection type
(g \ g0); this requires (g \ g0) <: GJP K for success. This
will be true if either g <: GJT K or g0 <: GJT K (or both). In
principle, constraint checking must be performed for each of
these combinations, with the most specific (both) case being
preferred. If neither clause matches, then dispatch fails; if g
matches but not g0 (or vice versa), then there are no alter-
natives and no combinatorial explosion. But if both clauses
match locally, it may be that only one of the two is compat-
ible with other constraints inferred for the entrypoint under
consideration, so on the face of it there is a need to check all
possible combinations separately.

However, the restrictions on how traits may be extended
prohibit mutually exclusive constraints from the two clauses
of the intersection. For the match construct, the intersection
type results from an actual value with ilk k that must satisfy
all structural constraints on types. Suppose that g and g0

both extend instantiations of G, so k <: g <: GJg1K and
k <: g0 <: GJg2K. If G is invariant, then g1 and g2 must be
equal, and therefore the constraints for the two clauses are
compatible. If G is covariant, then g1 and g2 may not be the
same. Because g <: GJg1K and g0 <: GJg2K, we know that
g \ g0 <: GJg1K \ GJg2K = GJg1 \ g2K. This allows us to
conclude that g1 \ g2 is a valid lower bound for g. Because

the intersection is more specific than both g1 and g2, it also
allows all combinations of g1 and g2 without the overhead
of testing them separately.

Processing the clauses of an intersection type extend-
ing a generic signature does require one modification to the
MATCH algorithm; if a clause fails to match, it does not
by itself indicate dispatch failure for the current entrypoint.
Furthermore, any partial set of lower and upper bound con-
straints accumulated during the attempted match of a clause
must be discarded. For a successful match, the lower bound
sets computed for each of the clauses must all be intersected;
effectively, the resulting bound sets are each the intersection
of unions, which must then be combined with the existing
lower bound sets. Upper bound sets will be merged to form
the union of intersections. All this is handled by inserting
lines 2–29 of the following code just before line 28 of the
MATCH algorithm shown in Section 8.3.1.

1: hintersection subtype of constructed signature type?i =
2: else if g is an intersection of types g1, ... , gm then

3: ~ s is a constructed signature type
4: ~ n is the number of method type parameters
5: if V = 0 then dispatch fails
6: else

7: for 1  i  n do

8: Save existing bound sets L
Pi and U

Pi

9: LBT
Pi  Any ~ Lower bound type

10: UBT
Pi  Bottom ~ Upper bound type

11: var anymatch = false
12: for 1  j  m do

13: for 1  i  n do

14: L
Pi  { }

15: U
Pi  { }

16: try

17: MATCH(g
j

, V, s) ~ sole use of j is here
18: for 1  i  n do

19: LBT
Pi  LBT

Pi \
[

g

02LPi

g0

20: UBT
Pi  UBT

Pi [
\

g

02UPi

g0

21: anymatch true
22: catch dispatch failure
23: if ¬anymatch then dispatch fails
24: for 1  i  n do

25: Restore saved bound sets L
Pi and U

Pi

26: ifAny 6<: LBT
Pi then

27: L
Pi  L

Pi [ {LBT
Pi}

28: if UBT
Pi 6<: Bottom then

29: U
Pi  U

Pi [ {UBT
Pi}

9.2 Contravariance

Adding contravariance to the type system creates the pos-
sibility of a combinatorial blowup in constraint matching
when a union type must match a generic signature in a con-
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3: if . . . then

4: hhandling of tuples, arrows, etc., elided herei
5: else if LEPA(↵) < LEPA(⌘) then false
6: else if name(⌘) 62 SUPERS(↵)LEPA(⌘) then false
7: else

8: U = ARGS(⌘)
9: candidate = SUPERS(↵)LEPA(⌘)(name(⌘))

10: Y = ARGS(candidate)
11: vars = VARIANCES(candidate)
12: var result : Boolean = true
13: for i sequentially from 1 up to |Y| do

14: case vars
i

of

15: +1) result result ^ SUBTYPE(Y
i

,U
i

)
16: 0) result result ^ (Y

i

= U
i

)
17: �1) result result ^ SUBTYPE(U

i

, Y
i

)

18: result

9. Variations

The algorithm just described works with covariant and in-
variant generic types, union types, and a set of constraints
allowed on generic type parameters. We can relax some of
these restrictions and accept more varied inputs.

9.1 Intersection types from typecase

Intersection types can arise in the Welterweight Fortress
match construct, and such types can then make their way
into ilks such as ListJSerializable \ CloneableK.

In the MATCH algorithm (no pun intended; “match” and
“MATCH” are in different fonts), intersection types can in-
troduce complications when a constructed signature type, for
example GJP K, must covariantly match an intersection type
(g \ g0); this requires (g \ g0) <: GJP K for success. This
will be true if either g <: GJT K or g0 <: GJT K (or both). In
principle, constraint checking must be performed for each of
these combinations, with the most specific (both) case being
preferred. If neither clause matches, then dispatch fails; if g
matches but not g0 (or vice versa), then there are no alter-
natives and no combinatorial explosion. But if both clauses
match locally, it may be that only one of the two is compat-
ible with other constraints inferred for the entrypoint under
consideration, so on the face of it there is a need to check all
possible combinations separately.

However, the restrictions on how traits may be extended
prohibit mutually exclusive constraints from the two clauses
of the intersection. For the match construct, the intersection
type results from an actual value with ilk k that must satisfy
all structural constraints on types. Suppose that g and g0

both extend instantiations of G, so k <: g <: GJg1K and
k <: g0 <: GJg2K. If G is invariant, then g1 and g2 must be
equal, and therefore the constraints for the two clauses are
compatible. If G is covariant, then g1 and g2 may not be the
same. Because g <: GJg1K and g0 <: GJg2K, we know that
g \ g0 <: GJg1K \ GJg2K = GJg1 \ g2K. This allows us to
conclude that g1 \ g2 is a valid lower bound for g. Because

the intersection is more specific than both g1 and g2, it also
allows all combinations of g1 and g2 without the overhead
of testing them separately.

Processing the clauses of an intersection type extend-
ing a generic signature does require one modification to the
MATCH algorithm; if a clause fails to match, it does not
by itself indicate dispatch failure for the current entrypoint.
Furthermore, any partial set of lower and upper bound con-
straints accumulated during the attempted match of a clause
must be discarded. For a successful match, the lower bound
sets computed for each of the clauses must all be intersected;
effectively, the resulting bound sets are each the intersection
of unions, which must then be combined with the existing
lower bound sets. Upper bound sets will be merged to form
the union of intersections. All this is handled by inserting
lines 2–29 of the following code just before line 28 of the
MATCH algorithm shown in Section 8.3.1.

1: hintersection subtype of constructed signature type?i =
2: else if g is an intersection of types g1, ... , gm then

3: ~ s is a constructed signature type
4: ~ n is the number of method type parameters
5: if V = 0 then dispatch fails
6: else

7: for 1  i  n do

8: Save existing bound sets L
Pi and U

Pi

9: LBT
Pi  Any ~ Lower bound type

10: UBT
Pi  Bottom ~ Upper bound type

11: var anymatch = false
12: for 1  j  m do

13: for 1  i  n do

14: L
Pi  { }

15: U
Pi  { }

16: try

17: MATCH(g
j

, V, s) ~ sole use of j is here
18: for 1  i  n do

19: LBT
Pi  LBT

Pi \
[

g

02LPi

g0

20: UBT
Pi  UBT

Pi [
\

g

02UPi

g0

21: anymatch true
22: catch dispatch failure
23: if ¬anymatch then dispatch fails
24: for 1  i  n do

25: Restore saved bound sets L
Pi and U

Pi

26: ifAny 6<: LBT
Pi then

27: L
Pi  L

Pi [ {LBT
Pi}

28: if UBT
Pi 6<: Bottom then

29: U
Pi  U

Pi [ {UBT
Pi}

9.2 Contravariance

Adding contravariance to the type system creates the pos-
sibility of a combinatorial blowup in constraint matching
when a union type must match a generic signature in a con-
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∩g_i  <: A[T], true if one 

or more g_i <: A[T].  
Largest set of g_i gets 
most specific result.
Relies on distribution of 
intersection into generics.
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Proof that intersection distributes
Suppose G[ covariant P].
A ∩ B <: A, A ∩ B <: B,
therefore G[A ∩ B] <: G[A],   G[A ∩ B] <: G[B],
therefore G[A ∩ B] <: G[A] ∩ G[B].

Suppose G[A] ∩ G[B] </: G[A ∩ B].
Then there is a v in G[A] ∩ G[B] not in G[A ∩ B], and v’s 
ilk is an object type V.    V <: G[A], V <: G[B],
therefore there is T such that T <: A, T <: B, V<: G[T]. 
But T <:  A ∩ B, implying that v in V <: G[T] <: G[A ∩ B], a 
contradiction.  And T is not bottom, because G[T] was 
declared as a supertype of V.
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Self-less example
   trait Foo[\ T \] comprises T
     opr +(self, y: T): T
     opr -(self): T
     opr -(self, y: T): T = self + (-y)
     double(self): T = self + self
   end

   object Bar(content: ZZ32) extends Foo[\ Bar \]
     opr +(self, y: Bar): Bar = Bar(content + y.content)
     opr -(self): Bar = Bar(-content)
   end


